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The Study Bible for Women Dorothy Kelley Patterson 2014-02-01 The Study Bible for
Women will equip you to reach deep into God’s Word. Perhaps the single most powerful
aspect of this Bible are the “threads” of specialized study thoughtfully woven throughout,
pointing you to God’s larger story and allowing the Holy Spirit to write His revealed truths on
your heart. In The Study Bible for Women, you’ll join a host of other women, all academically
trained in the original languages of the Bible and passionate about God’s Word, for an
intimately deep dive into Scripture that will equip you to unlock the riches and majesty of His
Word, and ignite a passion to mentor others in your life to do the same. The Study Bible for
Women includes the full text of the Holman Christian Standard Bible, a clear, contemporary
English translation that's faithful to the original languages of the Bible. Features include
extensive commentary notes, word studies, answers to hard questions, doctrinal notes,
Biblical womanhood articles, character profiles, Written on My Heart applications, extensive
book introductions, presentation pages, in-text maps, charts & timelines, full-color maps
section and concordance.
The Assumption of Moses Robert Henry Charles 1897
How to Read the Bible for All Its Worth Gordon D. Fee 1994 This volume guides readers
in understanding the literary dimensions of the Bible by incorporating techniques for
interpreting Scripture, while it also maintains faithfulness to literary genres.
Strange Fire John F. MacArthur 2013-11-19 What would God say about those who blatantly
misrepresent His Holy Spirit; who exchange true worship for chaotic fits of mindless ecstasy;
who replace the biblical gospel with vain illusions of health and wealth; who claim to
prophesy in His name yet speak errors; and who sell false hope to desperate people for
millions of dollars? The charismatic movement has always been a breeding-ground for
scandal, greed, bad doctrine, and all kinds of spiritual chicanery. As a movement, it is clearly
headed the wrong direction. And it is growing at an unprecedented rate. From the Word of
Faith to the New Apostolic Reformation, the Charismatic movement is being consumed by the
empty promises of the prosperity gospel. Too many charismatic celebrities promote a
“Christianity” without Christ, a Holy Spirit without holiness. And their teaching is having a
disastrous influence on a grand scale, as large television networks broadcast their heresies to
every part of the world. In Strange Fire, bestselling author and pastor John MacArthur
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chronicles the unsavory history behind the modern Charismatic movement. He lays out a
chilling case for rejecting its false prophets, speaking out against their errors, showing true
reverence to the Holy Spirit, and above all clinging to the Bible as the inerrant, authoritative
Word of God and the one true standard by which all truth claims must be tested.
A Survey of Bible Doctrine Charles C. Ryrie 1989-06-08 A Survey of Bible Doctrine is an
easy-to-read, Bible-based overview of the various doctrines of Scripture targeted to the
layman who wants to understand what they Bible teaches.
The Gospel According to John 1999 The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English
literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language
literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James
Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text
make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.
The Holy Bible Bible Society 1993
The Woman's Study Bible Dorothy Kelley Patterson 1995 No other woman's Bible has a
more dazzling array of features than The Woman's Study Bible. It's far more than a
devotional Bible. It has over 2,200 pages of study articles, annotations, and topical notes on
hundreds of subjects of interest to women of all ages and in all stages of life. The Woman's
Study Bible has been lovingly crafted by more than 80 godly women, noted Christian leaders
who have combined their expertise to produce the only comprehensive study Bible that
highlights the unique needs of women.
Atlas Shrugged Ayn Rand 2005-04-21 Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains, charged
with towering questions of good and evil, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a
philosophical revolution told in the form of an action thriller—nominated as one of America’s
best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Who is John Galt? When he says that he
will stop the motor of the world, is he a destroyer or a liberator? Why does he have to fight
his battles not against his enemies but against those who need him most? Why does he fight
his hardest battle against the woman he loves? You will know the answer to these questions
when you discover the reason behind the baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the
amazing men and women in this book. You will discover why a productive genius becomes a
worthless playboy...why a great steel industrialist is working for his own destruction...why a
composer gives up his career on the night of his triumph...why a beautiful woman who runs a
transcontinental railroad falls in love with the man she has sworn to kill. Atlas Shrugged, a
modern classic and Rand’s most extensive statement of Objectivism—her groundbreaking
philosophy—offers the reader the spectacle of human greatness, depicted with all the poetry
and power of one of the twentieth century’s leading artists.
Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary Chad Brand 2015-11 For 25 years the Holman Illustrated
Bible Dictionary has been the go-to Bible reference resource for lay Bible students, teachers,
pastors, academic courses, and libraries. Now this bestselling dictionary has been UPDATED
with 200 new articles and over 500 new photos compiling a collection of over 6,500 articles
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from Aaron to Zuzite are written so as to equip the reader for greater competence in
understanding and interpreting the Scriptures. TAn excellent companion to the Holman
Illustrated Bible Commentary.
Media and Modernity John B. Thompson 2013-07-03 This wide-ranging and innovative book
develops an original theory of the media and their impact on the modern world, from the
emergence of printing to the most recent developments in the media industries.
Bilingual Bible / Biblia bilingüe NLT/NTV Tyndale 2021-10 La Biblia bilingüeNLT/NTV
provee los textos de la Nueva Traducción Viviente en español y de la New Living Translation
en inglés en un formato paralelo. Estas dos traducciones excepcionales de la Biblia presentan
la Palabra de Dios de una manera precisa y fiel, usando un lenguaje claro, cálido y de fácil
comprensión que le hablará directamente al corazón. Ahora totalmente revisada y
actualizada, sus características incluyen: Página de presentación Plan de lectura de 365 días
Tabla de pesos y medidas Tres mapas a todo color The Bilingual BibleNLT/NTV provides the
texts of the New Living Translation in English and the Nueva Traducción Viviente in Spanish
in a parallel format. These two wonderful translations present God's Word accurately and
faithfully in warm, inviting, and easy-to-understand language that will speak straight to your
heart. Now completely revised and updated, its features include: Presentation Page 365-day
Reading Plan Table of Weights and Measures Three full-color maps
Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God Jonathan Edwards 2019-08-15 Preached at Enfield,
Connecticut on July 8, 1741, this is perhaps the greatest sermon ever preached in
America—and is certainly among the most well known. Owing to its forthright dealing with
God’s wrath and His intense hatred of sin and the sinner, it is also one of the most
controversial. Indeed, for more than three-quarters of the sermon Edwards lays down a
relentless stream of the most vivid and horrifying descriptions of the danger facing
unregenerate men. While it is difficult to read such graphic language, there is abundant hope
in the sermon’s conclusion. Edwards puts it this way, “And now you have an extraordinary
opportunity, a day wherein Christ has thrown the door of mercy wide open and stands calling
and crying with a loud voice to poor sinners.” While those who would rather ignore God’s
justice in favor of His mercy condemn Edwards and his sermon, those who were present and
actually heard him preach that day reacted in a decidedly different manner. According to the
diary of Reverend Stephen Williams who attended the sermon, “Before the sermon was done
there was a great moaning and crying through the whole House, ‘what shall I do to be saved;
oh, I am going to hell, etc.’” The diary goes on to indicate that Edwards had to interrupt his
sermon and come down to minister to those who were under such awful conviction. And so, in
spite of what the scoffers might think or say, “the amazing and astonishing power of God”
was manifested among the people that day—with many falling not into the hands of an angry
God, but into the arms of a mighty Savior.
NIV, Case for Christ Study Bible, eBook Lee Strobel 2010-02-23 Drawn from Lee Strobel's
own experiences as a former atheist engaged in a thorough search for truth, the articles and
notes throughout The Case for Christ Study Bible provide a solid explanation of where the
historical and scientific evidence point - toward the existence of a compassionate Creator God
and his Son, Jesus, the Savior. The Case for Christ Study Bible features more than 500 notes
and articles, including: A.) The Case for a Creator: highlighting the wonders of creation and
demonstrating how the scientific evidence supports belief in an all-powerful Creator. B.) The
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Case for the Bible: exploring the character of the Bible, the extra-biblical evidence that
corroborates scripture, and apparent contradictions. C.) The Case for Christ: investigating
Jesus' claims, Messianic identity, deity, and resurrection. D.) And much more. The Good News
of the Gospel transformed the life of this former atheist. It can do the same for others who
commit to examining the evidence for themselves.
Angels Elect and Evil C Fred Dickason 1995-10-01 What are angels like? How many kinds
are there? Are mental disorders caused by their influence? Long favored by scholars, this
classic has now been rewritten to give us accessible scriptural answers to our questions
about the spirit world.
How to Be Happy Though Married Tim LaHaye 2002 Mining the Bible for advice, the author
shows a new generation how to develop physical, mental, and spiritual harmony in marriage.
Original.
Santa Biblia Thompson Edicion Especial Para El Estudio Biblico-Rvr 1960 Vida
Publishers 2010-12-14 La Biblia Thompson de estudio contiene 1600 temas que abordan
temas de la vida cotidiana en un formato simple. Muchas de las ayudas fueron trasladadas a
la Escritura. Los mapas, gráficas y estudios de los personajes se hacen más relevantes al
pasaje que se está leyendo. Palabras del Señor Jesús en Rojo
The New Positioning: The Latest on the World's #1 Business Strategy Jack Trout
1997-05-22 In the same right-to-the-point, no-nonsense style that was a hallmark of
Positioning, this sequel squares off against critical marketing challenges such as how to make
sure your message gets through in an era of information overload.
Expositional Preaching David R. Helm 2014-04-16 What makes for good preaching? In this
accessible volume—written for preachers and preachers in training—pastor David Helm
outlines what must be believed and accomplished to become a faithful expositor of God’s
Word. In addition to offering practical, step-by-step guidance for preachers, this short book
will equip all of us to recognize good preaching when we hear it. Part of the 9Marks: Building
Healthy Churches series.
How to Study the Bible for Yourself Tim LaHaye 2006-08-01 Bestselling author Tim
LaHaye is a nationally recognized Bible teacher who wants each reader to know that the
Bible was written for them—they need not rely on scholars and teachers to interpret it. In this
30th anniversary edition of his bestselling How to Study the Bible for Yourself(more than
850,000 copies sold) readers will discover how to— locate the Bible's major principles,
promises, and commands understand key verses and themes achieve an enriching, lifelong
habit of Bible study LaHaye's practical and inspiring method of study will open up the joy,
wisdom, and excitement of the Bible to those who have been studying for years or anyone
beginning to explore the wonders of God's Word.
Willmington's Guide to the Bible H. L. Willmington 1981 WILLMINGTON'S GUIDE TO THE
BIBLE is a treasury of Bible knowledge written in layman's language. Dr. Willmington's goal
has been to publish a concise, all-inclusive summary of basic Bible information in one volume,
to make available in abbreviated form "a complete Bible education in a single book.
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Apologetics Study Bible-HCSB Ted Cabal 2007-10-01 The Apologetics Study Biblereveals
flaws in today's bizarre world-views while it helps you grasp the depth of biblical insight on
each and every issue. More than 100 articles relate biblical truth to science, history,
archaeology, psychology, philosophy, and other critical subjects. Strategically placed
alongside the text of Scripture, this expert commentary includes: "How Does Christianity
Relate to Hinduism?" by former Hindu Ravi Zacharias; "Is There Evidence for Life After
Death?" by Christian Research Institute founder Hank Hanegraaff; "Evolution: Fact or
Fantasy?" by Phillip E. Johnson, author of Darwin on Trial; "How Should a Christian Relate to
Culture?" by Prison Fellowship founder and president Chuck Colson; "Are Jesus' Claims
Unique Among the Religions of the World?" by Liberty University professor Gary Habermas;
"Does the Design Argument Show There Is a God?" by philosopher William Dembski; "How
Apologetics Changed My Life!" by best-selling author Lee Strobel. Profiles of key historic
defenders of the faith like Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Anselm, Augustine, Joseph Butler, William
Paley, Blaise Pascal, and C. S. Lewis highlight the clear-headed thinking Christians through
the centuries have brought to bear on objections to faith. A generous helping of study notes
clarifies the biblical worldview demonstrated in Scripture. The text is the remarkably
accurate and inviting Holman Christian Standard Bible translation. And features like book
introductions, end-of-verse cross references, topical subheads, the words of Christ in red, and
a 72-page concordance make it simple to get the most from your Bible study time.
Philosopher and Apologetics Study Bible general editor Ted Cabal observes that we live "in
the golden era of Christian apologetics." There has never before been so much scientific,
archaeological, and historical support for the unique truth of biblical Christianity. The
Apologetics Study Biblewill open your eyes to new reasons to believe, a stronger commitment
to faith, and better ways to witness for the Creator of it all.The Apologetics Study BibleNow
available at your favourite bookstore or online retailer. Look for it, and see what you believe.
Basic Bible Interpretation Roy B. Zuck 2002-04 A hermeneutics book for the common
person. Readers will appreciate the scholarly, yet readable style of Roy Zuck, former
Professor of Bible Exposition at Dallas Theological Seminary.
Let the Nations be Glad JOHN PIPER 2020-05-21 Mission is not the ultimate goal of the
church. Worship is. Missions exist because worship doesn't. Worship is ultimate.' John Piper's
contemporary classic draws on key biblical texts to demonstrate that worship is the ultimate
goal of the church and that proper worship fuels missionary outreach. Piper offers a biblical
defence of God's supremacy in all things, providing a sound theological foundation for
missions. He examines whether Jesus is the only way to salvation and issues a passionate plea
for God-centredness in the missionary enterprise, seeking to define the scope of the task and
the means for reaching 'all nations'. Let the Nations Be Glad! is a trusted resource for
missionaries, pastors, church leaders, youth workers, seminary students, and all who want to
connect their labours to God's global purposes. This third edition has been revised and
expanded throughout and includes new material on the 'prosperity gospel'.
Sketches of Jewish Social Life in the Time of Christ Alfred Edersheim 2008-07 In this
comprehensive look at life in the time of Jesus, Edersheim examines Jewish homelife,
marriage customs, worship, literature, and much more. This publication from Boomer Books
is specially designed and typeset for comfortable reading.
The Homeopathy Bible Ambika Wauters 2007-03-28 Alphabetically organized for easy
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access, this comprehensive, authoritative resource furnishes a host of gentle, all-natural
home remedies for a broad spectrum of common ailments, describing each therapeutic
option, its history, the principles behind the remedy, dosages, precautions, and applications.
Original.
Holy Bible Zondervan Publishing House 2013-01-21 A reasonably priced, quality black
hardcover pew and ministry Bible featuring a large 12-point font.
Prophecy Study Bible Tim LaHaye 2002-07-01 "An exciting NEW Scripture tool for the new
millennium, the Tim LaHaye Prophecy Study BibleTM will expand and enhance your
knowledge of biblical prophecy from the pre-millennial point of view. Taken from the
standpoint of dispensational theology, this study Bible includes intriguing, easy-to-follow
charts and explanations throughout, covering various topics such as Bible covenants, the
rapture of the church, the ""day of the Lord"" from Joel and many other important ""endtime"" related topics."
The Fractal Geometry of Nature Benoit Mandelbrot 2021-07-16 The Essential Guide that
Introduced Fractals to the World Explore the wondrously complex repeating shapes of the
natural world in The Fractal Geometry of Nature. Written in a style that is accessible to a
wide audience, computer scientist, professor, mathematician, economist, and visionary Benoit
B Mandelbrot's fascinating work has inspired popular interest in the geometry inherent in the
natural world. Unlike the squares, circles, spheres, and cones of fundamental geometry,
nature has rough edges and no straight lines or perfect curves. Mandelbrot observed that,
even with this roughness, there still exists a kind of symmetry, which he dedicated his work
to document and study. This became the basis for his development of a new kind of geometry;
indeed, he coined the term "fractal." Mandelbrot spent 35 years with IBM, which allowed him
access to the level of computing power that would enable him to manipulate computergenerated images and develop his theory of a geometry found throughout our natural
environment. He was among the first to use computer graphics to illustrate and test these
kinds of concepts, demonstrating that natural phenomena which appear to be rough or
chaotic actually have a certain degree of order and predictability. This definitive overview
builds on Mandelbrot's 1977 work, Fractals: Form, Chance and Dimension (also published by
Echo Point Books), revealing an in depth look at this still-emerging field. Richly illustrated
and presented in an engaging manner which embraces geometric and visual dimensions
interspersed with aspects of theory, this book will inspire curiosity and wonder in artists,
mathematicians and naturalists alike. This book is also available from Echo Point Books in
hardcover (ISBN 1648370403). Be sure to check out Benoit Mandelbrot's other definitive
work, also availabe from Echo Point books: Fractals: Form, Chance and Dimension (use the
web address https: //www.amazon.com/dp/1635619025/).
The Measure of a Man Gene A. Getz 2016-11-01 More Than a Million Copies Have Been Sold
of this Powerful Book for Men, Now Revised for a New Generation For forty years, The
Measure of a Man has taught hundreds of thousands of men around the world how to live
according to God's direction--faithfully, lovingly, and spiritually. Now revised this classic
guide to biblical masculinity is poised to impact a new generation of men. True masculinity is
not measured by the strength of a man, but by these twenty biblical guidelines drawn from
the Apostle Paul's letters to his young protégés Timothy and Titus. Inspiring, encouraging,
and practical, this book shows men how they can reach God's standards as fathers, husbands,
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and mentors to other men. This updated edition includes QR codes that take the reader to
online video resources for further study.
Security Analysis: Sixth Edition, Foreword by Warren Buffett Benjamin Graham
2008-09-14 "A road map for investing that I have now been following for 57 years." --From
the Foreword by Warren E. Buffett First published in 1934, Security Analysis is one of the
most influential financial books ever written. Selling more than one million copies through
five editions, it has provided generations of investors with the timeless value investing
philosophy and techniques of Benjamin Graham and David L. Dodd. As relevant today as
when they first appeared nearly 75 years ago, the teachings of Benjamin Graham, “the father
of value investing,” have withstood the test of time across a wide diversity of market
conditions, countries, and asset classes. This new sixth edition, based on the classic 1940
version, is enhanced with 200 additional pages of commentary from some of today’s leading
Wall Street money managers. These masters of value investing explain why the principles and
techniques of Graham and Dodd are still highly relevant even in today’s vastly different
markets. The contributor list includes: Seth A. Klarman, president of The Baupost Group,
L.L.C. and author of Margin of Safety James Grant, founder of Grant's Interest Rate Observer,
general partner of Nippon Partners Jeffrey M. Laderman, twenty-five year veteran of
BusinessWeek Roger Lowenstein, author of Buffett: The Making of an American Capitalist
and When America Aged and Outside Director, Sequoia Fund Howard S. Marks, CFA,
Chairman and Co-Founder, Oaktree Capital Management L.P. J. Ezra Merkin, Managing
Partner, Gabriel Capital Group . Bruce Berkowitz, Founder, Fairholme Capital Management.
Glenn H. Greenberg, Co-Founder and Managing Director, Chieftain Capital Management
Bruce Greenwald, Robert Heilbrunn Professor of Finance and Asset Management, Columbia
Business School David Abrams, Managing Member, Abrams Capital Featuring a foreword by
Warren E. Buffett (in which he reveals that he has read the 1940 masterwork “at least four
times”), this new edition of Security Analysis will reacquaint you with the foundations of
value investing—more relevant than ever in the tumultuous 21st century markets.
The Attributes of God Arthur W. Pink 2019-07-18 The foundation of our knowledge of God
rests upon knowing what he is like. Without understanding God's attributes, we have a
skewed perception of him—often one cast in our own image. We need more than just a
theoretical knowledge of God in order to worship him as he desires. This classic work of A.W.
Pink invites readers to discover the truth about seventeen attributes of God, including his
sovereignty, immutability, patience, love, faithfulness, and much more. Pink shows readers a
God who is alive, all-powerful, and active in his creation. The perfect introductory text, 'The
Attributes of God' also has enough depth and meat to satisfy the more experienced reader.
The Origin of the Bible Frederick Fyvie Bruce 2020-07 Many books have been written
about the Bible, but few explain its origins. This volume provides a fascinating overview of
how the Bible was first inspired, canonized, read as sacred literature, copied in ancient
Hebrew and Greek manuscripts, and eventually translated into the languages of the world.
No other one-volume work can match this wealth of information about the historical
development of the Bible.
The Bible Unearthed Israel Finkelstein 2002-03-06 In this groundbreaking work that sets
apart fact and legend, authors Finkelstein and Silberman use significant archeological
discoveries to provide historical information about biblical Israel and its neighbors. In this
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iconoclastic and provocative work, leading scholars Israel Finkelstein and Neil Asher
Silberman draw on recent archaeological research to present a dramatically revised portrait
of ancient Israel and its neighbors. They argue that crucial evidence (or a telling lack of
evidence) at digs in Israel, Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon suggests that many of the most
famous stories in the Bible—the wanderings of the patriarchs, the Exodus from Egypt,
Joshua’s conquest of Canaan, and David and Solomon’s vast empire—reflect the world of the
later authors rather than actual historical facts. Challenging the fundamentalist readings of
the scriptures and marshaling the latest archaeological evidence to support its new vision of
ancient Israel, The Bible Unearthed offers a fascinating and controversial perspective on
when and why the Bible was written and why it possesses such great spiritual and emotional
power today.
Biblia Letra Grande RVR 1960- Reina Valera 1960 2012-04 Biblia Reina-Valera 1960con
letras grandes y fáciles de leer y con guías de estudio que le ayudarán a disfrutar su tiempo
leyendo o estudiando la Palabra de Dios.
RVR 1960 Biblia de Referencia Thompson Milenio Zondervan 2013-08-26 La Biblia de
referencia Thompson es una de las más completas Biblias de estudio que se pueden
encontrar. La misma contiene un sistema de referencias que encadena temas por número a
través de la Biblia, una armonía de los Evangelios, estudios temáticos de la Biblia y otras
excelentes herramientas.
Preaching John F. MacArthur 2005-08-21 Many sermons preached today lack the divine
knowledge and spiritual understanding available only through dynamic expository preaching.
In Preaching: How to Preach Biblically, John MacArthur’' well-known passion for the Bible
combines with the expertise of faculty members at The Master's Seminary to inspire and
equip preachers in effective biblical preaching. Preaching: How to Preach Biblically flows
from biblical foundations for expository preaching through a detailed process of developing
expositions and creating sermons to the actual delivery of expository messages, connecting
what pastors learn in seminary with the sermons preached in a local church. This volume
shows how to progress purposefully from one phase to the next in preparing to minister to
God's people through preaching. This book answers these questions and more: What is
expository, biblical preaching? What are the theological and historical foundations for
insisting on expository preaching? What are the steps involved in preparation for and
participation in biblical preaching? What models exist for expository preaching today? The
Master's Seminary faculty, with over thirty years' experience in preaching and seminary
training of preachers, contributes a treasury of expertise alongside insights from expositor
John MacArthur. While united on their commitment to exposition, the variety of individual
expressions and methodological preferences discussed offers beneficial assistance for any
preacher seeking a higher level of expository excellence.
Personal Declension and Revival of Religion in the Soul Octavius Winslow 1841
Faith's Checkbook C.H. Spurgeon 2014-10-09 Faith’s Checkbook, written by world-renowned
British pastor Charles H. Spurgeon, provides daily deposits of God’s promises into your
personal bank of faith. Spurgeon urges you to view each Bible promise as a check written by
God that can be cashed by personally endorsing it and receiving the gift it represents. Cash
in on the bountiful store of blessings when you withdraw daily from the Bank of Faith. This
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captivating eBook devotional offers inspiration and delight in our Lord, and it encourages
readers to take God’s promises to heart in just a few minutes of reading each day. Each verse
is followed by a brief thought or application, making this eBook ideal for personal or family
devotions wherever you may go. The Table of Contents is linked so you can conveniently find
your place where you left off. If you skip a day, no problem, you can easily begin on the next
day's reading. “A promise from God may very instructively be compared to a check payable to
order,” wrote Spurgeon. “It is given to the believer with the view of bestowing upon him
some good thing. It is not meant that he should read it over comfortably, and then have done
with it. No, he is to treat the promise as a reality, as a man treats a check.”
Following God with All Your Heart Growth and Study Guide Elizabeth George
2008-08-01 In this thoughtful and easy-to-follow growth and study guide, noted Bible teacher
Elizabeth George explores the principles found in her book Following God with All Your
Heart. Through insightful questions, additional commentary, Scripture, and personal
examples, she guides readers to a deeper understanding of how they can grow spiritually and
experience a fulfilling, satisfying life. Readers will be encouraged as they realize God is with
them and provides the tools they need to live for Him, serve Him, and help others. Perfect for
individual or group study.
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